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 Premium volume?
 Number of

products?
 Types of products?
 Size of staff?
 The number of hats

each person wears?
 Statutory only?



 How do I stay abreast various regulatory
issues?

 How do I allocate my resources?
 How can I compete against the “big guys”?
 What about credible assumptions?
 Where did the margins go?



Discussion topics:
 Interest rates – valuation/asset adequacy
 Interest rates – product pricing
 Interest rates - Investment strategies
 PBA
 ORSA/ERM/ MISC.





 Avoid sending generic product filings to specific states.
 Complete and send checklists to indicate compliance.
 Include ranges for bracketed policy variables.
 Include a copy of the original policy when filing riders.
 Include sources and samples with Actuarial

Memorandum.

 Communicate with the reviewer.
 Respond quickly and thoroughly to the reviewer.
 Consider approved competitor policy features.
 Do not involve the Commissioner or the executive staff.
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 Investment strategies are likely more
limited/simpler?

 No economies of scale, but may not be more
expensive than larger companies

 Consequence is easier to
model/understand/explain investment risks



 Less hierarchy – actuary can have more
influence in senior management decisions –
often integral part of management team

 Bigger picture approach
◦ ERM/ORSA
◦ Consistency of assumptions and models for all uses

– pricing, valuation, ORSA (can’t afford multiple
platforms)



Exemptions:
◦ ORSA is size based (like Asset Adequacy  Analysis

used to be)
◦ VM50/51 are size based
◦ PBR not based on SIZE – based on product risks



 Small Insurance Company Section
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 SOA PBA Implementation Guide
 AAA AAT Practice Note
 More SIC webinars on your favorite topics

- AAT/yearend (Dec 10)
◦ PBA implementation (Nov 5)
◦ Qualification Considerations (Spring 2014)
◦ Regulatory issues (Spring 2014)
◦ Product development (Summer 2014)

http://www.soa.org/professional-
development/archive/webcast-recordings.aspx



For what other applications do you use your
CFT models?

 Business plan forecasts
 C-3 Phase 1 or 2
 Asset Liability Management
 Statutory or GAAP valuation
 Enterprise Risk Management
 Economic Capital
 Appraisals



Key Survey findings:
 Spreadsheets need significant

enhancements;
 Highest risk on management tools vs.

financial reporting;
 Centralized structures tend to have fewer

areas to improve;
 Companies that have experienced errors

have better  controls



Report outlines
 Key steps to improvement;

◦ Automation & model consistency
◦ Sign-off and change control

 Scorecard for self-assessment: Appendix D
http://www.soa.org/Research/Research-

Projects/Life-Insurance/Actuarial-Modeling-
Control.aspx



 ASB is addressing the following through
ASOP:
◦ ASOP 38:Catastrophe Modeling (for All Practice

Areas) - General Modeling
◦ ASOP 25 (“Credibility”) is expanding to include all

practice areas (second Exposure Draft)
◦ Principles-based reserve (Exposure Draft)
◦ Modeling (Exposure Draft)

http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/pastexposu
redrafts.asp



ASOP 38 definition – “An information structure, such
as a set of mathematical equations, logic, or
algorithms, which is used to represent the behavior
of specific phenomena.”

 Selection of the model is based on professional
judgment

 Selection of the model should be based on the
intended purpose

 Rigor of the model should be in proportion to the
degree it will be relied upon



 Methodologies (expenses, net investment
income, future management action, etc.)

 General assumption setting
 Address any limitations of the company’s

cash flow testing model
◦ Application of materiality
◦ Are guarantees properly reflected
◦ Policyholder behavior
◦ Data quality issues?



Sec 2.5 of the Introductory ASOP addresses
Materiality

 An item is material if its omission or misstatement
could influence a decision of an intended user

 Materiality should be addressed from various
aspects using actuarial judgment and applicable
law, standards or guidelines

 ASOPs need not be applied to immaterial items
 Knowing your intended user is key



Professional judgment is addressed
throughout the Introductory ASOP and used
in apply the following concepts:

 Applying “should” and “should consider”
 Determining what is “practical” and

“material”
 Determining “reasonable steps”
 Applying ASOPs
 Not assigning “strained” interpretations to

ASOPs



 Three precepts of the Code cover
communications and disclosure

 “The actuary shall take appropriate steps to
ensure that the Actuarial Communication is
clear and appropriate”

 The communication shall identify the
principal for whom the actuarial
communication is issued



ASOP 41 provides guidance for Actuarial
Communications

 The standard applies to actuaries issuing actuarial
communications that include an actuarial opinion or actuarial
findings

 Actuarial communication – written, electronic or oral
 Actuarial finding – the result of professional services of an

actuary acting in the capacity of an actuary
 The actuary should complete an actuarial report if the actuary

intends the actuarial findings to be relied upon by any intended
User

 The report should be clear enough so that another actuary from
the same practice area could make an appraisal of the
reasonableness of the actuary’s work

 Specific circumstances may constrain the content of the actuarial
report



 Communicate directly and not only using
attorneys.

 Discuss issues in advance and do not fear
saying something wrong.

 Communicate a question and not just to
stay in touch.

 Preschedule calls and tell the regulator the
topic in advance.
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 Document conversations and agreement
reached.

 Do not complain unless you provide
examples.

 Do not belabor why the requested
information is not needed.
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 Results of Polling questions asked on June
SOA/SIC webinar









 Late 2012 the SOA issued an RFP for the
development of a PBA Implementation Guide
for Life Products

 Perform research to chronicle a prototype PBA
implementation for Life Products

 A PBA implementation strategy is a gap
analysis bridging where you are with where
you need to be

 http://www.soa.org/Research/Research-
Projects/Life-Insurance/research-2013-pba-
implementation-guide.aspx



 This Guide’s purpose is to provide a better
understanding of key considerations an
insurer will encounter in creating a principle-
based framework for determining reserves and
risk-based capital and to facilitate
implementation and operation of principle-
based frameworks. Tangible benefits include
reduced resources, time and costs, and more
effective frameworks.



Scoping questions
What existing competencies can be
leveraged?
What systems modifications may be
required?
What data is necessary?
How do practitioners get comfortable
with results?



 Road Maps – in the form of case studies
 5.2 Six Case Study Company Profile

Snapshots
 What will need to be done depends on:

◦ What is current reporting focus? GAAP vs. Stat vs.
International

◦ Extent of current financial modeling?
◦ Financial close schedule?
◦ Required accuracy and granularity?



6.1 Product Decision
Tree



CASE I:
Current reporting is Statutory only; Company

management is conservative; Life products
consist of Traditional Par Whole Life and Level
Term;
 Critical that both exclusion tests are passed for all

products
 Road Map:
 Milestones
 Considerations of external/consulting budget
 Peer review will be performed
 Goal is minimized impact of PBR

 Estimated incremental man hours is
 311 for Actuarial resources
 122  for IT resources



CASE II:
Current reporting is Statutory and GAAP; Incentive

based compensation based partly on GAAP results;
Life products consist of competitive Level Term,
Non-par Whole Life, Accumulation UL, and UL with
specified premium secondary guarantee;
- Stochastic Exclusion is not at option if ULSG will

continue to be sold
- Level Term likely won’t meet Deterministic Exclusion

◦ Estimated incremental man hours is
 720 for Actuarial resources
 192  for IT resources



Impact on Functional Areas
The actuarial function will be significantly impacted. Other functional areas will also be impacted.

Collaboration will be a critical factor in a successful implementation. PBA places:
• Greater reliance on a company’s cash flow models
• Greater need for resources to build, maintain and operate models
• Greater responsibility on the actuary
• Greater demands on technology, computing and data resources to support stochastic models, and an

increase in the number of times models are run (for example, sensitivity testing, quantification of
margins, changes in assumptions, validations, and analysis) – all within business reporting and planning
time constraints and governance and audit standards

• Greater emphasis on company experience and defining margins
• Greater emphasis on governance (experience studies, inputs, models, outputs, processes) and disclosures
• Greater need to secure staff resources and skill sets with the capability to understand, to interpret, and to

explain PBA results to technical and non-technical audiences.

Disclosure will mean:

• The PBA production process from assumption and margin setting, to exclusion tests, to sensitivity testing,
to disclosures, is auditable

• Well-documented governance controls are in place, including assumption oversight and model risk controls
• Experience studies are conducted with appropriate frequency and a structure for sharing results with

regulators has been developed.



 Key Questions
◦ What does your company plan to do?
◦ What problems do you foresee?
◦ Where should initial efforts be focused?
◦ What items can wait?
◦ What are time & resource saving alternatives?



 If you fail to plan…

 You plan to fail…


